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Before Federer versus Nadal, before Borg versus McEnroe, the greatest tennis match ever

played pitted the dominant Don Budge against the seductively handsome Baron Gottfried von

Cramm. This deciding 1937 Davis Cup match, played on the hallowed grounds of Wimbledon,

was a battle of titans: the world's number one tennis player against the number two; America

against Germany; democracy against fascism. For five superhuman sets, the duo’s brilliant

shotmaking kept the Centre Court crowd–and the world–spellbound.But the match’s

significance extended well beyond the immaculate grass courts of Wimbledon. Against the

backdrop of the Great Depression and the brink of World War II, one man played for the pride

of his country while the other played for his life. Budge, the humble hard-working American who

would soon become the first man to win all four Grand Slam titles in the same year, vied to

keep the Davis Cup out of the hands of the Nazi regime. On the other side of the net, the

immensely popular and elegant von Cramm fought Budge point for point knowing that a loss

might precipitate his descent into the living hell being constructed behind barbed wire back

home.Born into an aristocratic family, von Cramm was admired for his devastating good looks

as well as his unparalleled sportsmanship. But he harbored a dark secret, one that put him

under increasing Gestapo surveillance. And his situation was made even more perilous by his

refusal to join the Nazi Party or defend Hitler. Desperately relying on his athletic achievements

and the global spotlight to keep him out of the Gestapo’s clutches, his strategy was to keep

traveling and keep winning. A Davis Cup victory would make him the toast of Germany. A loss

might be catastrophic.Watching the mesmerizingly intense match from the stands was von

Cramm’s mentor and all-time tennis superstar Bill Tilden–a consummate showman whose

double life would run in ironic counterpoint to that of his German pupil.Set at a time when

sports and politics were inextricably linked, A Terrible Splendor gives readers a courtside seat

on that fateful day, moving gracefully between the tennis match for the ages and the dramatic

events leading Germany, Britain, and America into global war. A book like no other in its

weaving of social significance and athletic spectacle, this soul-stirring account is ultimately a

tribute to the strength of the human spirit.

“Rich and rewarding…makes a strong claim to greatest-ever status for Budge vs. Cramm in the

Davis Cup…Fisher brings a sharp eye for details. He vividly sketches the anything-goes

atmosphere of Weimar Berlin [and] turns up details that tennis fans will savor.”—Wall Street

Journal“Tennis has seen plenty of great matches…but none with the extra-athletic significance

of the Budge-Cramm affair…as the match enters its final set, all the narrative pieces lock

together and A Terrible Splendor becomes as engrossing as the contest it portrays...Cramm’s

life is a movie development deal waiting to happen.”—Washington Post“Richly detailed…the

story moves from one nail-biting set to the next against a backdrop of improbably high personal

and political stakes.”—Boston Globe“Vivid…The compelling nature of the match, in tennis

terms alone, would be enough to make this a gripping read…But tennis is almost the least

interesting element of Fisher’s account. For the historic match between the two players took

place in London, with the world poised for brutal war and the players bringing all manger of

psychological baggage on court with them….[Fisher] shows how sport can stand both outside

the ‘real world,’ and yet remain subject to its dark whims.”—Financial Times“Exciting…a

thoroughly riveting account of an intense human endeavor…the astonishing, inspiring story of

a sports hero who was not merely a heroic tennis player, but a genuinely heroic man.”—The



Commercial Dispatch"Marshall Jon Fisher has masterfully woven the story of Europe on the

edge of war, a man pursued by the Gestapo, and America on the rise into the tale of the

greatest tennis match of the century. A Terrible Splendor is tense, tragic...About the

AuthorMARSHALL JON FISHER's work has appeared in The Atlantic, Harper's, and other

magazines. His essay "Memoria ex Machina" was featured in Best American Essays 2003. He

is the author of a novel, A Backhanded Gift, as well as several other nonfiction books, including

the upcoming Seventeen and Oh: Miami, 1972, and the NFL's Only Perfect

Season (July 2022.) Marshall lives in the Berkshires of western Massachusetts. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.From The New YorkerThis thoroughly researched account uses

the deciding 1937 Davis Cup match between Germany’s Gottfried von Cramm and the U.S.’s

Don Budge to explore both the pre-topspin era of tennis and prewar international tension. The

debt to John McPhee’s justly sanctified “Levels of the Game” is acknowledged and largely paid,

but Fisher’s dutiful focus on the historical details of the era leads to long rehashes of familiar

Nazi outrages. Von Cramm emerges as an elegant resister to the Reich, a persecuted

homosexual who is clearly more interesting to the author than the bland, prodigiously talented

Budge. But the figure at the edge who overshadows the narrative, as he did the tennis world

until the Open system began, in 1968, is Bill Tilden, Cramm’s coach, a vain, theatrical box-

office star who essentially invented the mid-century game.Copyright ©2008 Click here to

subscribe to The New Yorker --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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MORE PRAISE FOR A TERRIBLE SPLENDOR“A Terrible Splendor is not only one of the best-

ever books on tennis but is sure to be one of the best nonfiction books of the year. Marshall

Jon Fisher delivers a smashing account of the game's first international superstars as they

compete against each other, the impending violence of Nazism, and their own inner demons.

The experience is like watching Chariots of Fire—but this time in an arena of grass courts,

white balls, and wooden racquets.”—RROBERT ATWAN, series editor, The Best American

Essays“Fascinating …With graceful prose, a flair for detail, and a novelist's eye for character,

Marshall Fisher lures us into this unexpectedly layered tale of the greatest tennis match ever

played. More than just a seat on the sidelines, A Terrible Splendor offers a compelling, page-

turning portrait of a man literally playing for his life. Never in the sport of tennis have the stakes

been so high.”—LARS ANDERSON, staff writer for Sports Illustrated and author of Carlisle vs.

Army and The All Americans“You've seen the claim before—‘the greatest game ever played’—

about contests on the gridiron, the diamond, the links. Now forget those other claimants and

pick up Marshall Jon Fisher's account of the 1937 tennis battle between the American Don

Budge and the German baron Gottfried von Cramm. The setting may be Wimbledon, but the

match is played out against a dark backdrop of impending war, with occasional flashes of

Hollywood glitz. Fisher tells the story with dramatic flair and acute sensitivity to the players and

their personal lives. You'll be casting the movie before you're done.”—CULLEN MURPHY,

editor-at-large, Vanity Fair“The 1937 Davis Cup battle between Don Budge and Baron Gottfried

von Cramm, played with the world on the brink of World War II, has often been called ‘the

greatest tennis match ever played.’ In this richly detailed and meticulously researched book,

Marshall Jon Fisher shows us why it deserves that honor. It's taken almost seventy-five years

for a sufficiently gifted writer to re-create the magnificence of that event, but it's been worth

every moment of the wait.”—PPETER BODO, senior editor and chief columnist, Tennis

magazine“For those of us who believe that tennis is a metaphor for life, here at last in this

marvelous narrative is proof, served up on the rackets of Budge and von Cramm. A Terrible

Splendor is a wonderful account of a time of great historical drama, with the world on the brink

of war, and everything resting, or so it would seem, on getting the ball back over the net just

one more time.”—ABRAHAM VERGHESE, author of My Own Country and Cutting for

Stone“Through the prism of one of the greatest tennis matches ever played, Marshall Jon

Fisher throws open a window on the terrifying world of the thirties in Europe, illuminating in

vivid detail the persecution of Baron Gottfried von Cramm, the pitiful kowtowing to Hitler by the

tennis authorities, and, rising above it all, the innate sportsmanship of the two friends and

rivals, von Cramm and Donald Budge. Between every Budge backhand and von Cramm volley,

history rears up in all its ‘terrible splendor.’”—RICHARD EVANS, correspondent, The Observer

(London)For Mom and DadFate … envelops and overshadows the whole; and under its

lowering influence, the fiercest efforts of human will appear but like flashes that illuminate the

wild scene with a brief and terrible splendor, and are lost forever in the darkness.—THOMAS

CARLYLE, on the work of Friedrich SchillerCONTENTSAUTHOR'S NOTEFIRST SET The

GENTLEMAN of WIMBLEDONSECOND SET APPEASEMENTTHIRD SET An AMERICAN

TWISTFOURTH SET “I'M PLAYING for MY LIFE”FIFTH SET NO MAN LIVING or

DEADAFTERMATCH MIRACLES of REDEMPTIONACKNOWLEDGMENTSNOTESAuthor's

NoteREADERS MAY WONDER how I came up with actual dialogue and internal thoughts.

Speech that is in quotation marks, and thoughts that are italicized, in conventional fashion, are

directly from primary sources and are credited as such. At other times, however, I felt a need to



dramatize a moment, without knowing for certain exactly what was said or thought. At these

times I drew inspiration from Rachel Cohen's A Chance Meeting, stories of relationships

between writers and artists from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in which she often

imagines conversations that might have taken place. (She in turn acknowledges an

indebtedness for this method of biographical nonfiction to writers such as Leon Edel, Justin

Kaplan, Louis Menand, and a number of others.) To make evident where I have deduced or

pieced together dialogue, interior and exterior, from other sources, these lines have no italics

or quotation marks. Also, like Cohen, I have tried to make things even more clear by using

words like perhaps, must have, or likely. However, it is important to note that none of these

passages is fanciful: each is based firmly on my research (as referenced in the notes).JULY

THE TWENTIETH, 1937, AND Baron Gottfried von Cramm tosses a new white Slazenger

tennis ball three feet above his head. It seems to hang there suspended for the slightest of

moments, a distant frozen moon, before his wooden racket plucks it out of the electrified air of

Wimbledon's Centre Court, rocketing a service winner past J. Donald Budge. The deciding

match of the Davis Cup competition between the United States and Germany has begun, a

contest that will long be called “the greatest tennis match ever.” Fourteen thousand onlookers—

aristocrats out to be seen, sportswriters, any tennis fans who could take off work on a Tuesday;

Queen Mary, her entourage, several members of Parliament, and foreign diplomats in the

Royal Box—shift in their seats as von Cramm's serve finally splits the fine membrane between

anticipation and fulfillment. The thud of tight “catgut” strings against ball marks the moment: it

is 4:57 P.M.IT WAS ANOTHER UNUSUALLY GLORIOUS SUMMER DAY FOR LONDON. In

fact, hardly a drop of rain had fallen all month, and today was cloudless again, the midsummer

sun still high, the mercury steadfast in the mid-seventies, just as The Times had promised. The

weather report, however, was the most uplifting part of the newspaper that morning—and even

the weather had to share its page with the obituary of Amelia Earhart. She had been missing

for a fortnight, ever since taking off from Lae, Papua New Guinea, for Howland Island, some

2,500 miles off in the Pacific. She'd made it three-quarters of the way through what was to be

the first around-the-world flight at the earth's full circumference. Encountering unexpected

headwinds, however, Earhart and her navigator Fred Noonan flew for over twenty hours,

exhausting their fuel supply, without quite reaching the island. President Roosevelt had

authorized a $4 million search effort by nine naval ships and sixty-six aircraft, but on July 18

the search was finally abandoned.The front page was no more heartening. Londoners

propping their morning Times up against their teacups were presented with a palette of

ominous headlines: BITTER FIGHTING NEAR MADRID. Almost exactly a year ago, the fascist

General Francisco Franco had led a makeshift rebel army of Moors and foreign legionnaires

from Morocco across the Strait of Gibraltar to revolt against the five-year-old Republican

Spanish government. A gruesome civil war had ensued, and a year later there seemed no end

in sight.The day's other headlines—CHINA AT BAY: ACUTE STATE OF TENSION and COST

OF AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS—reminded readers of Japan's ongoing undeclared war against

China, a dangerous harbinger of the threat to come from the East, and of the growing

recognition that the shock waves of war could soon rattle the home isle.Foreign Secretary

Anthony Eden had given a major speech in the House of Commons yesterday, commenting on

all these situations. But although he admitted to the “inherently dangerous” aspect of certain

current configurations, he assured the House that peace would prevail. Putting aside objections

to German involvement in the Spanish war, along with Winston Churchill's outrage that “huge

guns had been mounted outside Gibraltar,” Eden praised the Soviet and Nazi governments'

new naval treaty, as well as the French government's “sincere” desire for “appeasement both



with Germany and in Europe.” Rather than bring Europe closer to another cataclysmic war, he

reasoned, the Spanish war “had shown all responsible people how much more horrible war has

become.”Winston Churchill sneered, and Labour MP Hugh Dalton “considered the Government

a set of idiotic ostriches… blind to the new technique of aggression practised by the Fascist

Powers in Spain.” If such techniques proved successful there, he argued, they would no doubt

soon be applied in Central Europe.Punch drunk from the long-building threat of war, along with

eight months of royal scandal and political battles, London was relieved to turn back to that

most reliable of diversions: tennis at Wimbledon.In 1937 the world's most famous and perfectly

groomed grass courts, site of the All England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club, were to host a

full month of world-class tennis. First, of course, there were the Championships: the

tournament known simply as “Wimbledon.” Then the All England Club would host the Davis

Cup, the team competition formally known as the International Lawn Tennis Championships.

The preliminary rounds, to determine the winners of the American Zone and the European

Zone, had taken place in the spring, in Budapest and Berlin, Stockholm and Belgrade, San

Francisco and Mexico City, and other cities. The two zone winners, Germany and the United

States, were to face off in the Interzone Final, at Wimbledon, to decide who would take on the

defending champion. Finally, in the Challenge Round, the British team would defend the Cup

against the winning challenger. Great Britain had held the trophy for three years; this year,

however, it was common knowledge that without three-time Wimbledon champ Fred Perry, who

had turned professional and was thus ineligible, Britain stood little chance. The real

championship was being contested in the Interzone Final and, as it turned out, in its fifth and

deciding match, between Budge and von Cramm.In an era when most world-class tennis,

including the Davis Cup, Wimbledon, and the other major tournaments, was amateur, and

players played for glory, not money, the Davis Cup was the most important trophy in tennis and

one of the biggest competitions in world sports.It all began in 1900, when a Harvard student

named Dwight Davis placed an order at Shreve, Crump, & Low Co. in Boston for a trophy bowl

made of 217 ounces of sterling silver and lined with gold. Davis and his classmates Holcombe

Ward and Malcolm Whitman were lawn tennis fanatics and had decided to instigate an

international team competition. That first year they invited only Great Britain; no other country

had enough serious tennis players. The English team, which included future three-time

Wimbledon champion Arthur Gore, sailed across the ocean only to fall prey to oppressive

hundred-degree temperatures at the Longwood Cricket Club near Boston, as well as the

Harvard boys' “American Twist” serve, recently invented by Ward.Davis himself played in only

one subsequent Cup competition before moving on in life. Despite horrific grades at Harvard

(he was far more interested in tennis than in his studies), he became secretary of war in 1925

and later governor-general of the Philippines. But the Cup he donated became the most

coveted trophy in tennis. Even late in the century, in the era of big-money professional tennis,

superstars like John McEnroe and Arthur Ashe said that winning the Davis Cup was the

highlight of their careers.By the 1920s, in Europe, the Americas, and Australia, Davis Cup

matches drew huge crowds, front-page headlines, and the attention of heads of state. “I

sometimes wonder if the Davis Cup was a good thing,” said Davis around this time. “It has

become too big.” Sometimes the pressure of playing for one's country and hearing “Advantage,

United States,” instead of their own name was too much for players. In 1932 the American

world champion Ellsworth Vines crushed Bunny Austin in the Wimbledon final, losing only six

games in three sets. But in the next year's Davis Cup he lost to Austin on the same court by

almost the same score. Britain's normally unflappable Fred Perry got the jitters on the brink of

victory against Germany's Daniel Prenn in 1932 and lost after leading five-two in the fifth set.



Even the great Bill Tilden, avatar of lawn tennis in the 1920s, felt the pressure. “Tournament

tennis is a wonderful game,” he said, “but Davis Cup matches are mental torture. Every time I

played against those Frenchmen in Davis Cup matches I suffered hell for weeks.”Tilden, the

imperious world champion, almost single-handedly kept Dwight Davis's trophy in American

hands from 1920 to 1927. But finally, slowed by age, he fell to “those Frenchmen,” and the Cup

rested in Paris for six years. Then Fred Perry and his British teammates captured it and

successfully defended it at Wimbledon for four years. Now, for the first time in a decade, the

Americans had a chance to bring it home. And Tilden was there, sitting ringside and cheering

like the sport's biggest fan. But not for the side one would think. After having his offers to coach

the American team repeatedly refused, Tilden had for the past couple years been helping to

train the German Davis Cuppers. And over the past decade Tilden had become close friends

with Gottfried von Cramm.Von Cramm's game would not have been as strong were it not for

Tilden—“Tilden effected startling changes in [his] backhand” at a crucial point in his

development, von Cramm once said. But then tennis itself would not have been what it was in

1937 were it not for Tilden. No player before or since had anything near his influence on the

game. He had taken a polite gentry pastime and transformed it into an arena for world-class

athletes. To be fair, Maurice “Red Mac” McLoughlin, “the California Comet,” had made inroads

along these lines, thrilling crowds with his new aggressive “serve and volley” style as he won

the U.S. Championships of 1912 and 1913. But his career was shortened—he was never the

same after service in the Great War—and by 1926, near the end of Tilden's six-year reign as

undisputed king of the sport, Tilden was “admitted by all to be the perfecter, almost the inventor

of the modern nerve-racking sport so curiously camouflaged under its mild misnomer—‘lawn’

tennis.… Big Bill added bewildering change of pace, the stroke lob, half-volley passing shots,

and all manner of over, under, and lateral spin. Under Tilden's transforming touch, tennis has

become a smashing, dynamic test of speed and power where stamina and quickness of brain,

courage and the closest psychological probing for the weaknesses of opponents must all be

fused into the mental and physical makeup of a champion.”He had also been, since 1931, the

prime attraction, chief promoter, and circus master of the still burgeoning (and not wholly

respectable) enterprise of professional tennis. Tilden himself, before he finally turned pro at

thirty-seven, considered professionals somewhere between household servants and

prostitutes. But his outlook changed completely when he made a killing as one. Before Tilden,

tennis players had remained amateurs and moved on to other careers when their tennis skills

faded. Tilden was so great that he was able to have a long and illustrious amateur career and

then, at the age when even the best players retired, turn pro and make big bucks for ten more

years. But his example convinced the top players after him to leave the amateur game early. In

recent years both Vines and Perry had turned pro at the peak of their games. Already, just after

his first major championship, the rumors were flying about Budge. In a few months the young

man would be tempted by a dizzying offer from promoter C. C. “Cash and Carry” Pyle.There

had been calls in some quarters for “open tennis,” with the major tournaments open to pros

and amateurs alike, but that would not happen for over thirty years. For the moment

professionals were still barred from all the major tournaments, and the glory remained with the

amateurs. And today's match would attain an instant luster that would only shine brighter with

the passing decades. The young American superstar, on the verge of garnering all the riches

that his talent would afford, against the ultimate amateur: the European aristocrat who would

never turn pro, who played for the sheer beauty of the sport.It was a tense afternoon for Tilden,

von Cramm, and Budge. Both Tilden and von Cramm knew that this match could be critical for

the German, who had run afoul of Germany's Nazi government. He had reason to think, he



confided in Tilden recently, that he was being watched, and that only bringing the Davis Cup

home to Germany could guarantee his safety.And as little love lost as there was between

Tilden and the powers that be in American tennis, he must have been somewhat

uncomfortable sitting “in the other camp” at such a big Davis Cup match, after all those years

of being the U.S. team's anchor. He was still playing professionally, at the age of forty-four, and

would for years, but his best days were behind him. He was almost out of money, almost out of

friends. He must have had some vague recognition in the back of his mind, as he watched this

match, which he would consider the apotheosis of the sport he once ruled, that his own life

was beginning a slow but irreversible unraveling.For Don Budge, it was merely the biggest

match of his life. This skinny red-headed kid, son of an Oakland truck driver, could not have

presented a greater contrast with the dashing aristocratic German, or with the overbearing

blueblood Tilden, sitting conspicuously up there in the grandstand. At twenty-two, he had just

reached the peak of his game, crushing von Cramm two weeks before to win Wimbledon and

become the unofficial champion of the world. But as they walked on court this day, it still felt like

the baron was the focus of the crowd's adulation, the true tennis royalty. And Wimbledon

champion or not, in 1937 the Davis Cup was still the crown jewel of tennis for any player.It was

a major event for all sports fans. In the United States that summer the Yankees and Giants

were cruising toward an autumn World Series showdown. Seabiscuit had come east for the

first time and was sweeping the horse races there, spurring talk of a Race of the Century with

the unbeatable War Admiral. On June 22 Joe Louis, who the summer before had suffered a

shocking upset at the hands of the German fighter Max Schmeling, captured the heavyweight

crown he would wear for twelve years with an eighth-round knockout of James J. Braddock in

Chicago. But no sporting event was bigger in mid-July than the Budge–von Cramm match.As

for Germany, it was trying to reach the Challenge Round for the first time. The Germans' first

great chance had come back in July 1914. With world war imminent, Otto Froitzheim and

Oskar Kreuzer had stayed behind in Pittsburgh to finish the semifinal round against Australia,

while the rest of the squad sailed for home. War was the topic of every conversation; the

international camaraderie characteristic of most Davis Cup competitions was absent, as the

teams kept to themselves off the court. The Germans announced that they would leave the

country the moment war broke out, whether or not the matches were finished. As it happened,

the WAR DECLARED telegrams electrified the transatlantic cables during the final match, but

the men in the press box couldn't bring themselves to shout out the news to the crowd until the

match was over. The Australians, who were to win the Cup back from the Americans the next

week, celebrated while Froitzheim and Kreuzer headed straight for their ship. Their boat was

sunk off the coast of Gibraltar, and they were taken prisoner by the British. They spent the war

years in an English prisoner-of-war camp.After the war Germany was barred from international

competition by the International Lawn Tennis Federation. It was reinstated in 1927, and made it

to the Interzone Final a tantalizing four times in ten years, but was never quite able to attain the

next level. In 1937, with von Cramm and the powerful Henner Henkel, the Germans figured

they had their best chance ever.The opening two days' matches had gone as expected. Budge

and von Cramm, the top two amateur players in the world, had won their singles matches

easily against Henkel and Bitsy Grant. In the doubles, Budge and Gene Mako had beaten von

Cramm and Henkel in a tight match, just as they had a few weeks earlier in the Wimbledon

tournament. Then, earlier today, Henkel had beaten Grant to knot the score at two-all. Now the

world's best two players would play the fifth and deciding match. With only a relatively weak

British squad waiting in the Challenge Round, the Budge–von Cramm contest was sure to

decide who would win the Cup.American tennis fans had reason to be nervous. Although



Budge was a big favorite to win, nothing could be taken for granted in a competition that had

come down to one match against the world's number-two player. “Budge versus von Cramm

was a cinch, a sure thing, a pretty sure thing, a strong probability, a possibility, a forlorn hope,”

intoned American Lawn Tennis, the tennis player's weekly bible. In the United States thousands

of fans stayed home from work to listen to the match on the radio. Countless others listened in

while at the office. Still more “depended on the ticker, newspaper offices, or friends in Wall

Street houses for updates.” So many people took time off from their Tuesday to listen to the

radio broadcast, it was said, that there was a noticeable lull in activity on the New York Stock

Exchange.And in London, on this bright English summer day, thousands of tennis enthusiasts,

after reading of the brutal fighting in Spain and China and tossing the paper aside with a sigh,

made their way out to Wimbledon by tube, bus, taxi, chauffeured Bentley, or royal motorcade to

enjoy international competition of a more civilized sort.Shortly after noon they began arriving,

walking or busing it from the Southfields tube station a half-mile away or dropped off by their

drivers in front of the All England Club, making their way onto the grounds, congregating along

the two-hundred-yard-long promenade that led past the tea lawn to the tennis courts. To the

left, behind a thick ten-foot-high hedge, the fifteen outer courts lay in peace, perfect green

rectangles separated by similar hedges and manicured brick walkways, with simple garden

benches for spectators. Ahead on the right loomed the Centre Court stadium.Before 1937,

whenever Davis Cup matches had been contested at Wimbledon, it had been the custom to

save Centre Court for the Challenge Round, playing earlier rounds on Court Number One. The

five thousand seats of that adjoining arena were generally more than enough even for the

Interzone Final, and the tender lawn of Centre Court needed to recover after the two-week

stampede of the Championships. This year, however, the prospect of Budge, von Cramm, and

their countrymen meeting in what everyone expected was the true Davis Cup championship

clearly merited the sport's grandest theater. For the first time, Centre Court was prepared for

use in the Interzone Final.The people filed into the great structure, entering the dimly lit maze

of corridors, negotiating this “bewildering rabbit warren of a place” and finding their way to the

appropriate gangway for their seats. Helping them along was a regiment of crisply uniformed

ushers, comprising members of the armed forces on leave.The spectators emerging from the

darkened passageways squinted at the sudden reappearance of sunlight and gazed down at

the focal point of this modern coliseum: the most famous tennis court in the world, “green and

taut as a billiard table.” As the seats filled and two o'clock approached, the umpire, linesmen,

and ball boys (of which Wimbledon employed a regular staff) entered the court and took their

positions around the perimeter like security agents. Then, just before two, a door opened in the

dark green wall at the back of the court, just under and to the left of the Royal Box. Out walked

five men: the two nonplaying captains, Walter Pate and Heinrich Kleinschroth; twenty-seven-

year-old Ted Tinling, a former player, budding dress designer, and Wimbledon's “player liaison”;

and the contestants of the day's first match, Bitsy Grant and Henner Henkel. Expectant

applause rose from the stands.Many seats remained empty at two o'clock, for this first match

was not the main attraction. It was expected that Henkel would have little trouble disposing of

Grant and forging a two-two tie. Almost everyone, except the most ardent American fans, was

looking forward to a showdown between Budge and von Cramm, the two greatest amateur

players in the world, to break the stalemate.Sure enough, when those two great champions

emerged with Tinling and their captains from the same green door at 4:50 P.M., the score was

United States 2, Germany 2, and the applause pulsed with excitement. The contingent turned

and bowed to the Royal Box, which was quite full today. Remarkably, Queen Mary herself was

now there, an unprecedented appearance for a mere interzone playoff in which the British



team was not involved. In fact, every seat in the stadium was filled, as well as every inch of

space in the standing room area, to which all twelve hundred tickets had been sold. Those

recipients were the lucky front guard of a queue of some three to five thousand, many of whom

had camped out there the previous night with stools, rugs, books, and kerosene stoves to cook

their meals. Thousands more fans who had showed up too late even for the standing room had

paid two shillings apiece for entrance to the grounds. They waited outside the stadium to follow

the match's progress on the electric scoreboard there, a replica of the one inside. Both,

remarked an impressed reporter, were controlled by a set of buttons at the umpire's chair.The

two players walked ahead of the others toward their courtside seats more like doubles partners

than combatants in the most important tennis match of the year. Von Cramm, the impeccably

groomed German aristocrat, wore his usual long cream-colored flannel trousers with the red

and white belt, the colors of his home club, the famous Rot-Weiss Tennis Club in Berlin, and an

immaculate white blazer. Budge, six years von Cramm's junior, still “a slim, freckled youngster

out of Booth Tarkington,” as he had been described two years earlier, was no sartorial slouch

himself. As always, he wore a tightly fit polo shirt, today of course the U.S. Davis Cup team

shirt with shield and initials over the left breast. And although a number of players had already

begun to wear shorts on court, Budge never appeared in anything but his tailored gabardine

white slacks. He must have worn them well, for one journalist, apparently unaware that

Simpson's of London made the same pants for Perry, von Cramm, Budge, and presumably

others, wrote: “Budge not only wears long pants, but the snappiest, whitest, best-fitting cricket-

cloth affairs yet seen on the courts.” In damp weather he might wear black spiked shoes for

better traction on the grass, but on a fair day like today his outfit was unadulterated white, right

down to his spotless sneakers. Shoulder to shoulder, the young men trod across the turf with

their rackets, smiling and chatting.As they strolled, von Cramm took one of his Dunlop Maxply

rackets in his right hand and tossed it onto the ground ahead of them, as casually as if it were

a Sunday club match. “Rough or smooth?” he asked. Budge chose rough. They reached the

racket, and von Cramm retrieved it and carefully held it up for Budge to see. Together they

examined the strings, commonly called “catgut” but actually made from the serosa, or outer

lining, of sheep intestines. Near the bottom, a strand of red nylon was woven through, looped

around the vertical strings; on one side you could feel the loops, on the other, not. The racket

had landed with the smooth side up.Budge grinned. Gottfried, he may have been saying, I still

don't see how you can play with such a small grip. Von Cramm would have laughed back: If you

had half a finger, you'd use a small grip too. When he was ten years old, one of the many

horses on the family estate at Schloss Brüggen had bit him as he was feeding it by hand. The

upper joint of his right index finger had to be amputated. As the accident occurred just before

Gottfried took up tennis, though, it didn't put a damper on his game. He merely learned to play

with the hand he was dealt. And always used a small grip.They reached the net and arranged

their rackets near the umpire's chair. Von Cramm carefully folded his white jacket and laid it

down. Having won the toss, he elected to serve, and his friend chose to begin play on the north

side. Budge took one of his rackets in his right hand and gave it a few swings. His weapon

couldn't have contrasted more with von Cramm's. Whereas the German's British-made Dunlop,

with a minimum of paint and markings, really looked like the piece of sculpted wood it was,

Budge's Wilson “Ghost” was as white as his shirt. And although leather grips had been

introduced several years before, Budge was one of the last players to favor a bare wooden

handle: the sanded ash was almost as white as the painted wood above. Also in contrast to

von Cramm, who used a light “bat” with a small grip just like Tilden, Budge used an extra-large

handle —4!^ 3 around—and the heaviest racket of any of the players: a sixteen-ounce bludgeon.



Swung with Budge's expertise, it produced what tennis players call “a heavy ball.” As one

opponent put it, “It's no use when Budge turns on the heat. That ball comes to you like a great

piece of lead. It just about breaks your arm.” Another player said that if you dared to approach

the net against Budge's famous backhand, “you'd swear you were volleying a piano.”The

captains, Pate and Kleinschroth, took their seats in wide wicker chairs on either side of the

umpire. Budge and von Cramm posed for photographs together at the net and then began

warming up, their deceptively relaxed swings knocking the ball back and forth with effortless

power. Budge must have noted again with satisfaction, as he had the first two days, the same

condition the BBC commentator was describing on the radio at that moment—that due to all

the play of the previous few weeks, and the dry weather, “the surface of the court has become

very fast, rather fast indeed. The ball skids a bit before hopping up. The grass seems to

actually increase the speed of the shot.” This was characteristic of grass courts, but particularly

when they were dry and well worn. And this could only help Budge, the harder hitter of the two.

Von Cramm had grown up on Germany's slow red-clay courts; it was no coincidence that his

two greatest victories had occurred on the famous clay courts of Paris.By now the stands were

filled to capacity, excited murmurs echoing under the roof as though it were the home team

defending the Cup today. Around the stadium the tiers of seats rose so steeply that the

spectators felt themselves hovering over the players, cloistered together with them in an

intimate shelter from the threatening world outside. The sharp thwack of ball against catgut

alternated with the softer thud of ball on grass, a familiar percussive prelude. Finally, after

exactly five minutes of warm-up, the fans still milling about outside could hear the electrically

amplified voice of the umpire: “Quiet, please, ladies and gentlemen. Linesmen ready? Players

ready? Play.”“The German's hair flashed,” noted the young radio journalist Alistair Cooke, “he

let loose a cannonball, and it was an ace for Germany.” If there had been any doubt as to

whom the crowd would be backing, it was instantly dispelled. The staccato crack of von

Cramm's service ace was echoed by an explosion of applause.The English audience had good

reason to pull for von Cramm today. Their boys had little hope to defend the Cup in the next

round, but they figured they had a better outlook against Germany than against the United

States. Don Budge, after all, was the world's best, and the American team looked to be far

superior to the Germans, despite the fact that this round had come down to the final match.

Budge had demolished von Cramm in the Wimbledon final, and few experts gave the German

much of a chance today. Yesterday, according to The Times, von Cramm had actually been the

weaker member of the German doubles team. Perhaps the British team of the experienced but

often outgunned Bunny Austin and the untested lefty Charlie Hare could somehow manage to

hang on to the Cup for one more year if they could only face the Germans.VON CRAMM

FOLLOWS HIS OPENING POINT WITH THREE MORE UNRETURNABLE serves, and the

first game is his “at love.” As the players change sides, Budge feels an insistent throbbing in his

right shoulder. Yesterday he and his buddy Gene Mako gave the United States a two-one

advantage by prevailing in a marathon doubles match against von Cramm and Henkel, the

winner of the French Championships in May. After winning the first set, the Germans were

ahead five-three in the second set, had two set points in the third, and were up four-one in the

fourth; yet the Americans prevailed 4-6, 7-5, 8-6, 6-4. From the beginning it had been clear to

aficionados that Budge was nursing a sore shoulder. He rubbed it between points, and he hit

none of his famous cannonball serves—the flat power ones, as opposed to slices or American

Twists—until the final game of the match, when he finally let loose the cannon to secure the

victory. “Budge, like Tilden in his prime,” The Times declared yesterday, “can score an ace by

service almost at will.” But today even Budge has to be wondering if he might have fired his last



ammunition in the doubles.Even more troubling than Budge's shoulder, though, is the fact that

this is obviously a very different von Cramm than the man he beat easily in the Wimbledon final

a few weeks ago. The German seems determined to make up for that disappointment, as well

as for the two Wimbledons before that, which he lost in the finals to Fred Perry. It appears to be

one of those days that von Cramm's friend, the British player John Olliff, was referring to when

he wrote that Gottfried “could, at times, play the most brilliant tennis imaginable. He could raise

his game a little above what you and I always thought was perfect. For short spasms he could

make Budge look like a qualifier.”Still, Budge is able to hold him off on his own serve, and then

in the fifth game of the match, with the score tied at two-all, he thinks he has his first chance to

take control. Von Cramm, who has been serving extraordinarily well from the first point, goes

up forty-love on his service, but Budge battles back to deuce and twice gets to break point. In a

match between two great servers like this, one break of serve usually means winning the set.

But on each break point, von Cramm pulls out a great serve to get back to deuce. And now it is

advantage Germany again. Von Cramm has a famous second serve, maybe even better than

his first. He likes to toss the ball a bit to his left, almost behind him, and arch his back as he

swings to create a rounded motion, catching the ball from left to right as well as back to

forward, creating enormous topspin. It's Holcombe Ward's old American Twist serve, but this

German has perfected it to the point that it perhaps should be renamed. On clay it has a

particularly ferocious high bounce, since spin has more effect on clay, but even on the grass he

is able to win points outright with his second serve. And in fact, on his fourth game point in this

fifth game, he rears back and delivers a second serve that Budge chases almost into the first

row of spectators, in vain. Three-two for Germany.THE PACKED HOUSE ROARED AGAIN IN

APPROVAL, AND NOT JUST IN hopes of an easier opponent for England. It was not unusual

for spectators anywhere to cheer for the charismatic German. Von Cramm was the most

popular tennis player around the globe. At five foot eleven, quite tall for the time, classically

handsome, with “a personal magnetism that dominated any scene he was a part of,” he was

not only the greatest German player ever and the number-two player in the world for the past

four years, he was also the very embodiment of style, grace, and sportsmanship. “Every player

could take a lesson in etiquette and unostentatious good manners from the Baron,” wrote The

New Yorker that year. “He never bangs the ball back between points; he never makes an

opponent wait, nor does he ever hurry one.” He would never glare at a linesman, as the great

Tilden was wont to do; von Cramm gave a bad call neither a second glance nor a second

thought. Once when called for a foot fault—stepping on the baseline while serving before

making contact with the ball—he even turned to the linesman and apologized for his error.Most

in the audience would remember what he had done over on Court Number One two years

before in 1935, also in the Interzone Final against the Americans. In the crucial doubles match

von Cramm had to hold up a far weaker partner, Kai Lund, against the experienced American

team of Wilmer Allison and John van Ryn. Playing what Allison afterward called “the greatest

one-man doubles match” he had ever seen, von Cramm managed to bring his team to match

point five times. On the last of these points, he delivered a thunderous first serve that Allison

barely was able to block back. Lund, given the easiest setup of the day, fell to the pressure and

dumped his volley into the net. He smashed his racket onto the grass in frustration, but

“Cramm's expression did not change. No annoyance, no disappointment; by the serenity of his

temperament he inspired his tired teammate.” And then, on the very next point, Lund appeared

to hit a winning shot to give Germany a sixth match point. But von Cramm, “the soul of

chivalry,” as one observer put it, walked over to the umpire and calmly informed him that the

ball had grazed his racket before Lund had hit it. Neither the umpire nor any of the other



players had noticed. It was the Americans' point, and they went on to defeat the Germans and

advance to the Challenge Round.In the locker room afterward, a German tennis official was

beside himself. Never before, he reminded von Cramm, had the Germans come so close to the

world championship. Froitzheim and Kreuzer became POWs in the 1914 effort. Twenty-one

years later Germany had had another golden opportunity to reach the Challenge Round, all but

winning the crucial doubles match to go up two-one, with von Cramm certain to provide the

winning point in singles the next day—and he had given it away of his own accord! He had let

down his teammates and his nation.Von Cramm, with characteristic elegance and composure,

stared calmly back. “Tennis is a gentleman's game,” he said, “and that's the way I've played it

ever since I picked up my first racket. Do you think that I would sleep tonight knowing that the

ball had touched my racket without my saying so? Never, because I would be violating every

principle I think this game stands for. On the contrary, I don't think I'm letting the German

people down. I think I'm doing them credit.”He introduced himself as “Gottfried Cramm,”

preferring to drop the “Baron” and the “von” whenever possible. But his lineage was apparent

from the first handshake, in his posture, his accent, his manners. His mother, Jutta von

Steinberg, belonged to one of the great German dynasties; and since for the first time in a

thousand years there had been no male heir to the Steinberg fortune, young Jutta became

known as “The Great Prize of Hanover.” The winner of this prize was Burghard von Cramm, a

young man from another prominent local family. Von Cramm nobility had lived in the area since

1296.Gottfried Alexander Maximilian Walter Kurt von Cramm was born July 7, 1909, at the

family manor in Nettlingen, about thirty miles southeast of Hanover. When Gottfried was two,

he moved with his parents and three brothers to yet another castle, Schloss Brüggen, the von

Steinberg estate that they had recently inherited after the death of Jutta's father. For the next

twenty-eight years Brüggen would be the main von Cramm home. Nestled in a majestic river

valley in the foothills of the Seven Mountains, Brüggen had been established in 965 as the

royal seat of Otto the Great. In the early twentieth century, when Gottfried was growing up, the

von Cramm estate in Brüggen was a world unto itself. Visitors would drive slowly through the

humble little town until they came to the high walls of the compound. They then passed through

the main gate into an enormous courtyard—and another existence. Looming across the

circular drive was the mansion, built in 1693 by Jutta's ancestor, Friedrich II von Steinberg, and

now presided over by Jutta, her mother, and a staff of maids and kitchen help. A grand living

room and dining room were decorated with landscapes of centuries past and portraits of

Cramm and Steinberg ancestors. An ornate sitting room overlooking the rear grounds became

a playroom for the boys, where they would read by the fireplace or play charades and

chess.But outside was the true glory of Schloss Brüggen. By 1917 there were seven von

Cramm boys in the Seven Mountains, and the estate boasted acres and acres of farmland and

fields to play on, with stables where the boys learned to ride the farm horses, coach horses,

and even racehorses.When war broke out in 1914, their father, a reserve officer, left for service;

but other than that the Great War had little effect on the idyllic, insular life at Brüggen. The

maids still taught the boys table manners at the great kitchen table. Private tutors still home-

schooled them: the pastor from Oelber rode over to teach Latin and religion; teachers from the

schools in Hanover and Braunschweig were hired to teach various other subjects; and then

there was Fräulein Marggraff. Already an elderly woman when she first came to Brüggen, she

had been governess and tutor at the royal courts of Spain and England. One of her students at

Buckingham Palace had been Prince Edward, the future King Edward VIII, who would abdicate

his throne to marry Mrs. Simpson. When hostilities commenced, Fräulein Marggraff, like the

German Davis Cuppers in Pittsburgh, immediately sailed for home. She was more fortunate,



though, and ended up living at the posh von Cramm estate as governess and instructor of

modern foreign languages. From her the boys learned their faultless Oxbridge English, as well

as how to behave like English gentlemen at teatime, a ceremony observed scrupulously at

Schloss Brüggen under Fräulein Marggraff's watchful eye even while Germans and

Englishmen slaughtered each other on the battlefield.Just before the turn of the century,

Gottfried's father had returned from studying law at Oxford, enamored of English manners and

infused with the English love of sports. At that time in Germany sports were not considered

proper activity. “Sport at this time was considered dangerous,” one writer remembered. “You

were thought crazy to mess with the pommel horse and horizontal bar. Soccer was thought of

as about the same as card games or forbidden love.” In England, however, Burghard von

Cramm had been impressed by the prominence of organized sports in public-school and

university life. Students pursued track and field, crew, cricket, rugby, soccer, and tennis with

competitive zeal, but always, above all, emphasizing the ideals of sportsmanship, fair play, and

honor.Burghard encouraged his sons to pursue sports, sometimes even at the expense of their

studies. Off at war he wrote home to Gottfried, “You shouldn't study so much in the summer.

Tell your teacher in my name: in the German climate the winter months are for mental work, the

summer for strengthening the body.” So for breaks between classes, the boys ran races out in

the fields. And their life after school and on weekends embodied the recent popularity of sports

in German life—for by 1914 the English enthusiasm for the sporting life had finally spread to

the Continent. The boys formed a soccer team, augmented by two workers from the estate and

two village boys, and forever remembered their hard-fought victory over a team from the

nearby town of Alfeld. And with the stables so available, the boys all learned to ride well;

Gottfried's younger brother Erne even became a celebrated jockey.Shortly after the family had

moved to Brüggen, Burghard had had a beautiful red-clay tennis court built, along with a wall to

practice against. During the war years the court got only sporadic use, but after Burghard came

home for good, he encouraged his sons in this sport and also built clay courts at their other

estates at Oelber and Bodenburg. Tennis was beginning to soar in popularity in Germany,

spurred on by the successes of Otto Froitzheim, Robert and Heinrich Kleinschroth, and others.

The von Cramms' summer home was Schloss Oelber, the primary von Cramm castle since the

sixteenth century, and when the guest rooms were full, as they invariably were, the tennis court

became the social center of the estate. And in 1919, when he turned ten, and shortly after

recovering from the loss of part of his finger, Gottfried von Cramm began playing tennis in

earnest.He learned on one of the most magnificent spots on earth to play tennis. Adorning a

leveled section of hillside overlooking the round stone castle, the Oelber court afforded players

a sweeping view of the von Cramm gardens and farm fields stretching for acres off into the

distance. Uphill was the family-owned church, built in 1585, which served the entire town, and

the red-brick von Cramm mausoleum and graveyard. After tennis guests would leisurely follow

the von Cramm boys, who ran down the hill on a path through the daffodils, over a small creek,

and down to the gazebo, where everyone was served tea with a view of the grandiose, circular

castle, its tower rising from the central courtyard.Long after the family and guests had returned

to the castle for cocktails and hors d'oeuvres, Gottfried would remain on the court, practicing

his serve. Something about the game had grabbed him, never to let go. When a family friend

asked him what he wanted to be when he grew up, Gottfried answered in his typically serious

manner, “World Tennis Champion.”His father, who had watched the famed Doherty brothers

and other English champions at Wimbledon, taught him everything he could. But soon Gottfried

was learning from the best German players of all time. The von Cramms spent a good part of

their summer days at their friends the von Dobenecks' estate in nearby Burgdorf. Burgdorf



surpassed even Oelber, with two beautiful clay tennis courts, a golf course, and a crab-filled

pond to complement the stalls full of riding horses and the mansion full of guest rooms and

staff. There were two pretty daughters to boot—Victoria, the same age as Gottfried, and the

younger Elisabeth, or Lisa—who rode and fished and played tennis right alongside the von

Cramm boys.Frequently among those guests at Burgdorf were the living legends of German

tennis. There was Froitzheim, der Altmeister (Old Master) at age forty, seven-time winner of the

German Championships and top-ranked from 1905 to 1928. Roman Najuch, the longtime

coach at Berlin's Rot-Weiss Club, the capital of German tennis. And the Kleinschroth brothers.

It had been said at one time that Robert, the elder, could beat anyone in the world on a given

day. Heinrich, the younger brother, played Davis Cup for his country from 1913 to 1931 and for

many years after that led the team as captain. A lifelong bachelor, he also became something

of a second-father figure to Gottfried, and they remained close friends for life. Kleinschroth had

earned a medical degree but never got around to practicing medicine. Instead, he made a life

as a player, coach, and organizer and was the most familiar face in German tennis for

decades.At Burgdorf, Gottfried watched Germany's greatest players and listened to their

stories of life on the international tennis circuit. Winter on the Riviera, the tournaments at

Cannes and Nice. Then Paris in the spring for the French Championships. To England for the

grass-court tournaments, culminating in the pomp and perfection of Wimbledon. Traveling

around the world chasing the Davis Cup. Of course, all that was before August 1914. The Great

War interrupted all international sports, and since the armistice Germans had been barred

from international tournaments. But that couldn't last much longer. Soon, they were sure,

German players would be reinstated in the world of international tennis.The boy was entranced

and vowed to himself he would someday join that world. When he was eighteen, in 1927, the

ban on German players was lifted. The next year he finished his private schooling and was

determined to devote himself to tennis. Otto Froitzheim had taken a particular interest in him,

coaching him a bit each year on his visits. And in the spring of 1928 Froitzheim brought with

him to Burgdorf none other than the most famous tennis player in the world, the greatest of all

time, Big Bill Tilden.It was Tilden's second visit to Germany, and it came just as the first chinks

in the champion's armor were beginning to show. Eight years earlier, after working all winter to

develop an offensive topspin backhand, Tilden had won his first Wimbledon and U.S.

championships at the advanced age of twenty-seven. Over the next six years he didn't lose a

single match of consequence. He was the primary force in wresting the Davis Cup from

Australian hands in 1920 and keeping it in the United States for seven years. But in 1926 the

thirty-three-year-old began to stumble. Hobbled by a knee injury, he lost his first Davis Cup

match ever. It was a meaningless match to René Lacoste, as the United States had already

clinched the Cup the day before. But to the French team, it was like the day Bleriot flew across

the English Channel. Once someone did it, everyone thought they could do it too.The next

week Tilden played the U.S. Championships (also called the nationals) at Forest Hills and

missed reaching the finals for the first time in nine years (although he only went out eight-six in

the fifth set of the quarterfinals against eventual champion Henri Cochet). And in 1927,

although still playing brilliantly, he would lose in all three of the major championships (the

French, Wimbledon, and the U.S.—at that time, few players were willing to make the long sea

journey to play the Australian Championships) and finally relinquish the Davis Cup. In fact,

Tilden would make only two more major finals in his amateur career, though he would win both

for his last big titles: the 1929 U.S. Championship and the 1930 Wimbledon crown.But in May

1928, although dinged up a bit and not currently holding any of the major championships, Big

Bill Tilden was still the universally acknowledged monarch of the game. In the words of his



biographer Frank Deford, “Tilden simply was tennis in the public mind: Tilden and tennis, it was

said, in that order.” Upon his arrival in Berlin for the first time the year before, his train was

greeted by a crowd of fans, and he was honored at a special dinner at the Rot-Weiss Tennis

Club. Standing ovations greeted him wherever he played—and even when he served as

honorary umpire.The Rot-Weiss Club soon became one of his favorite locales. The clubhouse,

with its aging photographs and atmospheric scent of cigars and coffee, seemed to evoke the

very history of tennis in Europe. He pronounced the Center Court, with its finely manicured clay

and bucolic view of the Hundekehle Lake behind the south baseline, “an inspiration to any

tennis player.” He played a series of exhibitions against both pros and amateurs, and the next

year, 1928, after once again trouncing the best that Berlin had to offer, Tilden accepted

Froitzheim's offer to join him visiting the beautiful country estate in Burgdorf before continuing

on his tour of Belgium, the Netherlands, and finally Paris and London. There, on and around

the pristine clay courts, Tilden had his first glimpse of eighteen-year-old Gottfried von

Cramm.“Every year that von Cramm steps onto the Centre Court at Wimbledon,” it would be

said a few years later, “a few hundred young women sit a little straighter and forget about their

escorts.” Slender and good-looking, with gray-green eyes and dark blond hair, Gottfried could

not have helped but arouse Tilden's attention. For one of sport's biggest secrets in the 1920s

and 1930s was that Big Bill Tilden was a homosexual. What's more, he was a homosexual with

a decided preference for teenage boys, preferably blonds. Everyone in the tennis world knew of

Tilden's predilections, but few outside it did. For years the United States Lawn Tennis

Association, for whom Tilden was a cash cow—or more like a cash mammoth—had been on

tenterhooks, worried that at any moment Big Bill would say the wrong thing or touch the wrong

boy. The year before, at the French Championships, some European journalists following the

tennis circuit tried to expose him. At the Paris hotel where all the tennis players were staying,

they bribed a bellboy to try to seduce Tilden. The bellboy was closer to thirty than thirteen, but

blond and baby-faced. They slipped him some francs and sent him up to Tilden's room. To the

newspapermen's chagrin, however, the young man was back in the lobby in a few minutes. The

most he could get Tilden to do was to fondle him a bit.Throughout the 1920s, a time so

homophobic that homosexuality was rarely even discussed in public, Tilden, like many gay

men, remained securely in the closet. In fact, as long as he stayed on top of the tennis world,

he seems to have derived enough fulfillment from tennis to sublimate his sexual urges almost

completely. Frank Hunter, Tilden's close friend and doubles partner, traveled with him

extensively and often barged in on Tilden's hotel room for one reason or another, yet he never

saw him with any sort of romantic partner. “I thought he was sexless,” he said.“He is as famous

as Babe Ruth in his own country,” wrote the leading newspaper columnist Westbrook Pegler

around this time, “and just as famous in other countries where nobody ever heard of Babe

Ruth, but the mysterious Mr. Tilden, though he glories in his celebrity… nevertheless is a

stranger to the public.… His temperament has withstood description in a thousand attempts

and defied popular understanding, and the people know him only as a figure, a celebrity, not as

a person.”In what might have been an attempt to hint at the barrier to an open understanding of

Tilden's character, Pegler, later to become infamous for his racial bigotry and anti-Semitism,

mentioned, “Mr. Tilden also fancies himself as a patron of young boys who wish to play

tennis.”Indeed, through the years Tilden developed close relationships with a number of young

tennis players whom he referred to as his “heirs” or “successors.” Although he apparently never

made sexual advances toward these surrogate sons, it was always the same sort of young,

“cute” boy who attracted Tilden's attention. First there was Frederick Staunton, the future

newspaper publisher, who met Tilden as a teenager when Tilden was stationed in Pittsburgh in



the army in 1918. Tilden took to coaching him on the tennis court every day and “soon began

to speak grandiosely of tennis as the boy's life's work.” Then in the early 1920s there was

Sandy Wiener, a favorite from his home neighborhood of Germantown, in Philadelphia. In 1928

he became enamored of fifteen-year-old “Junior” Coen, a young player out of Kansas, and

even managed to get him onto the Davis Cup team. (He's still the youngest player ever to play

in a Davis Cup match.) In each case, however, the protégé decided that tennis was not in fact

his “life's work” and turned to other endeavors; Tilden dropped him instantly and moved on.In

the spring of 1928, when he met Gottfried, he must have been attracted to the handsome

young aristocrat. On the other hand, once he saw the boy hit a tennis ball his thoughts would

have become strictly tutelary. Tilden never made passes at his prodigies; tennis was too

important for that. Gottfried had the youth and good looks, the bright mind, and the athletic

talent to set off all the bells in Tilden's mind. What's more, he already considered tennis his

“life's work”; he was determined to be a champion. And as if to cement the relationship, elder

and younger shared what seemed almost like a divine marking: a surgically shortened digit on

the right hand. (Tilden had torn his finger on a tennis fence in 1922; the wound had become

infected, and part of the finger had been amputated.) You too? Bill must have said, noticing the

boy's deformity, so much like his own. They would have compared hands, each showing how

he gripped the racket to compen sate for the lost fingertip. Well, the older man may have joked,

if I can win eight Wimbledon and U.S. championships with half a finger, I suppose you can do

all right too.Cramm would have been thrilled with the attention. Growing up in such a proper,

structured environment in a society at least as reticent as Tilden's regarding sexual eccentricity

(the Brüggen estate was only two hundred miles away, but a world apart, from the excesses of

Weimar Berlin), Gottfried might hardly have noticed slowly emerging instincts that would mark

him as different from what he was supposed to be. But here was one of the most famous

athletes in the world, by far the most important figure in Gottfried's chosen field of endeavor,

taking such an interest in him. And though he may have lost a few tough matches, Bill Tilden

was still in his prime—thirty-five years old, still one of the greatest players on earth, and a

physical presence to match. Although his face was not a handsome one—“apish, but attractive”

was the best compliment one player's wife could manage—the total package was striking. “A

tall, gaunt figure with hulking shoulders and the leanest of shanks,” six foot one and 175

pounds, Big Bill always gave the impression of being an even larger man. Years later,

contemporaries couldn't believe it when told he had been only six one. He seemed larger than

life, dominating every room and every conversation. Even George Lott, a fellow player who

always disliked Tilden, had to admit, “When he came into the room it was like a bolt of

electricity hit the place. Immediately, there was a feeling of awe, as though you were in the

presence of royalty. You knew you were in contact with greatness.”Tilden immediately identified

Cramm as a potential successor to his throne. But the boy's game was far from ready. One

crucial piece was missing—the same piece Tilden had needed to add to his own arsenal in

1919 in order to conquer the world. Cramm's backhand was a weak, defensive slice. With the

Continental grip he was using, he was unable to hit through and over the ball with an offensive

topspin.Tilden had spent the winter of 1919 holed up in Providence, Rhode Island, chopping

wood to strengthen his right arm and teaching himself the offensive backhand drive on a

friend's indoor tennis court. Now he told Cramm that he must learn the same shot if he wanted

to realize his potential. Tilden taught him to turn his grip more and hit through the ball rather

than slicing down on it. Gottfried took the advice like sacred gospel, and before long he had

mastered the new backhand. Within months he was able to attack with his backhand as well as

his forehand, and his game was transformed.The summer of Tilden's visit, 1928, Cramm had



finished his schooling and yearned to move to Berlin and the Rot-Weiss Tennis Club, that

enclave of sixteen red-clay courts on the edge of the sylvan Grunewald that was the epicenter

of German tennis. For their part, Froitzheim, Najuch, and Heinrich Kleinschroth had been

urging Gottfried's parents to send him to Berlin so they could coach him full time. Burghard and

Jutta, however, felt that Gottfried should pursue a career in international diplomacy. Finally an

agreement was reached: he would move into the apartment of good friends on Rauchstrasse,

located in the Diplomats' Quarter right on the southern border of the Tiergarten. He would

begin law studies at the university, and in his spare time he could play tennis.The Rot-Weiss

(Red-White) Club, formally the Lawn Tennis Turnier (Tournament) Club but always better

known by its colors, was founded in 1897 and by 1906 had moved from its original central

Berlin location to its permanent home, a quiet corner of the affluent southwestern suburb of

Grunewald, on the edge of the vast forest of the same name. By the 1920s Rot-Weiss was the

sporting and social home to almost all of the country's top players. And in turn they

represented their club whenever they played. Even in international tournaments, players would

show up wearing the red-and-white-striped blazers that marked them as “Rot-Weissers.”In

contrast to the rival “Blau-Weiss” club a mile away, whose membership was generally

conservative and included many top military personnel, the Rot-Weiss members were more in

keeping with the world's image of Weimar Berlin. Many were artists, musicians, and writers;

half of them were Jews. In general it was a liberal crowd, passionate about sports, culture, and

high living. The young aristocrat from the countryside fit right in. Shortly after Cramm arrived in

Berlin, a well-known graphologist analyzed his handwriting: “This script, though still not

completely developed, shows already an unusual harmony and musical gift, and it would not

surprise me if the [subject] developed into a great artist.”When Gottfried first showed up at Rot-

Weiss, apparently not without some reputation for his efflorescing game, one female member

remarked to another, “If he plays tennis as well as he looks, he'll be world champion.”

Whenever the handsome newcomer with the elegant strokes took to the court, he drew a

crowd. At first, though, the toughness of his game may have lagged a bit behind his physical

presence. Soon after his arrival Paula von Reznicek, a top player who would win the women's

German Championships the next year, challenged him to a friendly match for three bottles of

good wine. By attacking the boy's weak sliced backhand (he was still working on the new

backhand Tilden had recently showed him), she embarrassed him by winning, seven-five in the

third set. Six months later they made the same bet, and she told a friend, “I'll just take

advantage of his weak backhand again.” But this time he beat her in two quick sets for, as the

friend understated, “Gottfried von Cramm no longer had a weak backhand.”He had told his

parents he was moving to Berlin to study law, but they must have known where his true

ambitions lay. Tennis soon filled not only all of his spare time but also much of his study time.

He practically lived at the Rot-Weiss Club, spending most of the money sent from Oelber on

lessons with Najuch and Kleinschroth. Although his game had become impressive, they were

handling him with kid gloves. They felt that the pressure of competition at this point would stunt

his development. And so that first year Cramm played no big tournaments, just worked out as a

sparring partner for all the club's top players. Considering the club, though, this was no mean

apprenticeship; it meant getting to play with all of Germany's greatest players. Cramm got to

test his game against veterans like Kleinschroth and Friedrich-Wilhelm Rahe and also against

current champions Daniel Prenn and Hans Moldenhauer. These two were only a few years his

senior and, along with Froitzheim, made up the top three German players.Cramm had arrived

in Berlin at the beginning of a golden age for German tennis. The previous year, 1927, when

Germany had finally been reinstated into the International Lawn Tennis Federation and allowed



to play in the Davis Cup, international stars began coming back to Berlin to play in the German

Championships at Rot-Weiss. Tennis was suddenly a mass-spectator sport, as it had never

been before in Germany. Thousands packed the stands to watch Prenn, Moldenhauer, and

Froitzheim take on Tilden, the French “Musketeers,” and other stars.In 1929 the German tennis

craze turned to near hysteria as the Davis Cup team, in only their third attempt since

reinstatement, won the European Zone, defeating Italy, Spain, and England along the way. For

two weeks in July the Rot-Weiss Club was the hottest spot in Berlin. First the German team

took out one of the Cup's perennial powers, Great Britain, led by two victories by Prenn, a

Jewish engineer who had fled the Russian Revolution with his family as a teenager and finally

settled, like so many other Russian émigrés, in Berlin. His unexpected five-set victory over

Bunny Austin in the deciding fifth match made him a national hero. For a few days German fans

allowed themselves the feverish fantasy of the German team playing in the Challenge Round

against the French at Roland Garros stadium. But then Big Bill Tilden came to town.He hadn't

played in the three rounds of the American Zone. In fact, the USLTA had suspended him from

all amateur competition the previous August for the crime of sportswriting. (In the hypocritical

modus operandi of the day, star players were paid extravagant “expense” money, as well as

under-the-table payoffs, but were not allowed to earn any income from tennis-related

employment, including journalism.) He was reinstated in February 1929, his missing the U.S.

Championships at Forest Hills being deemed enough of a slap on the wrist. But he was

conspicuously absent from the Davis Cup team in its wins over Canada, Japan, and Cuba.

Perhaps, German tennis fans mused wishfully, Tilden was sitting out Davis Cup play in

retaliation for his suspension.With the United States facing a surprisingly tough German team,

however, and with the chance to play in Germany, a country he had grown fond of, Tilden

showed up in Berlin as, once again, the savior of American tennis. “The Germans,” as one

journalist wrote, “quietly allowed their hopes, strong as they were, to die.” Indeed, Tilden

arrived in his usual grand manner, renewed his friendships with various Germans, including

Cramm, and trounced Moldenhauer and Prenn in straight sets. The other matches were closer,

but the Americans won, five matches to none.This expected loss did nothing to dampen the

enthusiasm of the Germans, who had finally gotten back to the highest level of international

tennis. “Tennis fever” raged all over Berlin; every day the stadium was sold out, even after the

Americans had clinched victory. Cramm had to be satisfied with a good seat in the stands, but

he knew that his time was not far off.That summer Cramm's coaches finally unleashed their

star greyhound, and he won the German Student Championships in Münster. One observer

remembered a “very slender, very blond, very nervous” youngster who was obviously agitated

at having to compete in front of so many onlookers. “If looks could kill, he would have murdered

all of us who were disturbing him by our mere presence.” Yet he overcame his nerves and

upset the highly ranked Fritz Kuhlmann in the final. “Never have I been so thrilled with a

victory,” he recalled years later.Cramm may have looked like a movie star and played like The

Natural—“Gottfried was the most fluent and best looking stroke maker I have seen in my fifty

years of international tennis,” said the legendary Australian coach Harry Hopman—but as usual

such natural ease was deceiving. Cramm had achieved such a fluid game by “practicing like a

professor of mathematics for five hours a day,” as the Czech star Roderich Menzel put it. “His

rising from a junior to world star was accomplished with the help of a well-judged plan as the

staff of an army would work out in case of mobilization.” Each morning he would work with a

masseur to limber up his body and jump rope endlessly until a five-set match would feel like a

warm-up. In the afternoon he would meet Najuch or, more and more frequently, Kleinschroth at

Rot-Weiss to practice. Hour after hour they worked methodically on each stroke, until there



were no weaknesses in his game.And even when his coaches were through with him, Gottfried

wasn't. Kuhlmann, his tough opponent in the student championships, was a member at the

rival Blau-Weiss Club, but they would often travel to each other's clubs to practice together. “It

was a tough assignment to train with him,” said Kuhlmann. “He had his own system and could

practice various shots for hours, that were in his view still in need of improvement. Nothing

could bring him to end his training program, where I often would rather have played him a set

for a Berliner Weisse [beer]. But on that he remained hard as iron.”Even if Gottfried had played

for a Weissbier, he wouldn't have drunk it. For he had forsworn alcohol, tobacco, and late

nights while training toward his ultimate goal. He would go out at night with friends but would

refrain from the champagne and cigarettes they enjoyed, and when the clock struck midnight,

he would suddenly rise like Cinderella and bid his companions goodnight many hours before

their festivities ended. One of his favorite nightspots was the Roxy Sportsbar on Rankeplatz,

just off the Ku'damm, a well-known meeting place for athletes and their circle, where “no one

expected that you drink a lot.” Famous jockeys, race-car drivers, and hockey players met here,

as well as their more well-heeled fans. Here, in 1928, Cramm first met Max Schmeling,

Germany's young boxing champion, who was preparing for his first tour of the United

States.Cramm played his first international tournament that summer of 1929, held at the Blau-

Weiss Club, and although the great René Lacoste took the title, Gottfried beat several notable

opponents, including Tilden's own protégé Junior Coen. Already his trademark shot, that

wicked American Twist serve, was in place. The ball would bounce high to a right-hander's

backhand, and on the heavy European red clay the effect was particularly potent. One

opponent of that year remembered that he almost hated to see Cramm miss his powerful first

serve, for then “a second serve followed, with such a strong spin that after bouncing it would

spring up two meters, a loathsome thing.”The tall, dashing twenty-year-old with the bearing and

manners of a prince had become a popular character at the Rot-Weiss Club. He cut quite a

figure in his long white flannel pants, dashing about the court like no one else, reaching

seemingly impossible balls, afterward bowing to kiss a lady's hand upon introduction. Women

especially, whether thinking of him for themselves or for their daughters, were dazzled by his

well-schooled dancing at club functions and by the way he would gallantly offer his arm. They

fell over themselves trying to get him seated at their table.DON BUDGE HIMSELF SAID THAT

“NO MATTER HOW PROUD AND confident you might feel—and I was, believe me—whenever

you walked onto a court with Cramm, it was difficult not to feel that you were walking in his

shadow.” And on this July day in London, eight years after Gottfried's international debut, the

young Californian feels it more than ever. True, he is the newly crowned Wimbledon champion,

the number-one player in the world. But Cramm is a great champion as well, twice having won

the French Championships at Roland Garros. And the German has lost gallantly in three

Wimbledon finals in a row, making fans of the English crowd with his brilliant play and pristine

sportsmanship and drawing their sympathy for his failure to quite bring off the championship.If

Budge thought Cramm looked a bit nervous in the warm-up, that proved an illusion from the

first game. The German is back in his usual form: relaxed, elegant, and masterful. The only

thing unusual is just how well he is playing. The Wimbledon final of three weeks ago is ancient

history. “Today a different Cramm stood on the grass,” noted Menzel, the Czech champion, “as

concentrated as a Yogi and as full of playful joy as a coltish youth. As hard as Budge hit, as

daunting as his smashes were and as aggressively as he stormed the net, it was in fact

Cramm who set the tone and tempo and answered the pace with even greater pace, precision

with artful placements, and the gleaming attacks of his rival with unsurpassable penetrating

power.” The transformation isn't lost on Budge. “Good God,” he tells himself, “I'm going to have



to find a way to raise my game again.”It is one thing to think it, another to do it. Aside from his

aching shoulder, he is feeling in his legs the tremendous amount of tennis he's played over the

last month. Did yesterday's doubles match finally do him in? To many in the crowd, he seems

lethargic, failing even to run for some of Cramm's deft drop shots. He does manage to break

serve in the ninth game, finally converting his fifth break point to lead five-four. But as if even

that struggle, so early in the match, has tapped the last of his strength, he quickly misses two

easy forehands in the next game. And Cramm responds with a small surge of his own, cracking

two return-of-serve winners to break right back for five-all. A vocal wave of restrained

excitement ripples through the stands. The locals came out to Wimbledon today not really

thinking Cramm could pull off a victory. And when Budge broke him, they figured he would

serve it out for six-four. But Cramm has stood up to the Budge cannonball and sent it right

back. The German has a chance!IT HAD BEEN A ROUGH YEAR IN ENGLAND. THE

PREVIOUS DECEMBER, the populace was shocked suddenly to read of the king's decision to

abdicate his throne in order to marry his lover, the twice-divorced American, Mrs. Wallis

Simpson. Edward VIII had worn the crown only for eleven months and as king had proved as

popular a figure as he'd been for years as the Prince of Wales. But Prime Minister Stanley

Baldwin and his Cabinet demanded that Edward part with either his love or his crown. Even

before this news broke, the scandal had been the dominant gossip of the past two years.

“Though nothing about Mrs. Simpson appears in the English papers,” wrote Cecil Beaton, “her

name seems never to be off people's lips. As a topic she has become a mania, so much so

that her name is banned in many houses to allow breathing space for other topics.” When

Baldwin's ultimatum became known, large crowds protested in the king's favor outside

Buckingham Palace, but in general public opinion was with the government's sense of

propriety. Edward chose his lady over his kingdom, announcing his abdication on December

10, 1936.This domestic drama capped off a year of rising international tension. In March 1936

a supposedly disarmed Germany had marched without warning into the Rhineland, the large

area west of the Rhine River that had been declared a demilitarized buffer zone by the Treaty

of Versailles. France and England could easily have stopped them; in fact, the still-weak

German army had orders to retreat immediately if the French resisted. But eighteen years had

done little to calm the frayed nerves of war-torn Europe. Citizens and governments alike would

do almost anything to keep the peace. After all, the French and British both reasoned, this was

nothing like Mussolini's barbaric recent invasion of Ethiopia; Hitler was merely going “into his

own back-garden.” They believed—or wanted so much to believe—his announcement that he

had “no territorial demands to make in Europe.” Conscience-stricken over the punitive Treaty of

Versailles, they acquiesced in this virtual nullification of it.That summer, while King Edward was

vacationing with his mistress on a yacht in the Mediterranean, civil war was breaking out in

Spain. Hitler and Mussolini, viewing the Spanish battleground as a training field for the larger

war to come, supported the fascist Franco with aircraft, weapons, and soldiers. By May 1937

there were 80,000 Italian and 30,000 German soldiers fighting in Spain. Holding them off were

the Spanish militia, bolstered by the International Brigade—foreign volunteers who swarmed in

from around the world to fight fascism—and Russian planes, tanks, and arms.Throughout, war-

shy Britain stuck to a policy of nonintervention. In the meantime, innocent citizens on both

sides of the Spanish lines were being massacred. The republican government army—a ragtag

militia of socialists, communists, anarchists, and Basque nationalists—burned churches,

murdered priests and nuns, and executed anyone suspected of harboring sympathies for

Franco's “nationalists.” The nationalists, supported by the upper classes, the church, and the

monarchists, were even worse. In every town they captured, hundreds or even thousands of



people with the slightest suspicion of being nonfascist were forced to dig their own mass

graves and then were mowed into them with machine guns. As news of fascist atrocities filtered

in, the British people began to cry for intervention on the side of the republicans, but

Parliament stood firm. The Spanish Civil War fostered political class warfare in England as

never before: “open support of the Spanish nationalists was certainly confined to the upper

classes and to Conservatives.”In December, still desperate to avoid war, the British government

“warned” Germany to stop aiding Franco, offering rewards for compliance with the

nonintervention agreement that the Germans had signed but ignored. Little did the British know

that Hermann Göring, in a secret speech to German industrialists and officials that very month,

had proclaimed that “the final battle is in sight… we are on the threshold of mobilization, and

we are already at war.”In April 1937 Belgium declared its neutrality, making France—and

therefore England—particularly vulnerable to attack. That same month the Luftwaffe's elite

Condor Legion, supporting Franco's drive through the Basque Country, bombed the

undefended Spanish town of Guernica, and its six thousand peaceful inhabitants, into oblivion.

The public mood in England passed from tenuous hope for peace to resignation or even to

what The New Statesman called “a terrified waiting for war.”Still, Londoners clung to what good

cheer they could. In May, as they read of the wedding in France of their former king and his

paramour, they celebrated “with a brave show of pomp” the coronation of his successor, King

George VI. “The town was decorated until it resembled one huge carnival,” the American

scholar Ralph Bunche, who was living in London that spring, wrote to a friend at home. “The

government was exerting itself to the utmost to put on the greatest show ever… because of the

desperate necessity for rekindling reverence for the monarchy… and because a great display

of empire unity and magnificent force and spirit would undoubtedly be the occasion for deep

reflection by the high-riding Fascist dictators.” The coronation was also a mid-Depression boon

for the tourist trade and small businesses, such as the fashion-design concern of tennis

personality Teddy Tinling. Socialites stopped buying new dresses for months after the king's

abdication, but the coronation, he said, “happily put everything back in place.”And then there

was always Wimbledon.The stadium and grounds were fifteen years old, but the world's tennis

championships had been held in this rather plain suburb of London since 1877. That was only

four years after a British army officer, Major Walter Wingfield, had invented the game, which he

called Sphairistiké, Greek for “playing at ball,” adapting it from court tennis and squash. The

great champions of old—Ernest and Willie Renshaw, Reginald and Laurie Doherty, Arthur

Gore and Tony Wilding—had waged the early battles of the sport at the old grounds, “a little

sandbox of a stadium” at 21 Worple Road. Early in the new century the very word Wimbledon

already denoted not only the tournament held at the All England Club but also the unofficial

championship of the world.Then in 1919 Suzanne Lenglen came to play. Only twenty years old,

“La Lenglen” or “La Divine,” as the French press would come to call her, conquered Wimbledon

for the first of six times. Playing the estimable British champion Dorothea Douglass Chambers,

who wore the traditional ground-length dress with stays, petticoats, and a high-necked

shirtwaist, Lenglen shocked the British by appearing on court revealing her ankles, her calves,

and almost her entire arms! She showed off her ballet training, leaping back and forth across

the court in an epic duel with the forty-year-old Chambers. Her 10-8, 4-6, 9-7 victory, aided by

her trademark sips of brandy between games, made her a celebrity, France's greatest sports

star yet.She lost only one match from 1919 to the end of her career in 1926, and that was

when she was ill. A passionate player who pouted, argued, and wept openly during matches,

she and Tilden became tennis's first idols and were by far the sport's biggest drawing cards.

“She became the rage, almost a cult,” wrote one sportswriter. “Businessmen canceled



appointments, and internationally famous hostesses postponed parties that conflicted with

Suzanne's appearances because they knew no one would attend.” She created such an

unprecedented demand for tickets at that 1919 Wimbledon that masses of people were turned

away. Immediately plans were made to construct a new venue, plans made even more urgent

the next year, when Big Bill Tilden made his initial Wimbledon appearance, won the title, and

created almost as much of a stir as Lenglen. In 1922 the new grounds were ready, complete

with a fourteen-thousand-seat Centre Court stadium, and the big-time spectator sport of

international tennis had arrived.Inside that twelve-sided concrete building, which reminded

some of a palace, some of an Elizabethan theater, and others of an aircraft hangar, was the

finest tennis court in the world, “a piece of land that is revered in the game.” Eighty-four

hundred square feet of lawn, about a fifth of an acre—a mix of Poa pratensis, or long-stalked

meadow grass, Chewings fescue, and American browntop—was emblazoned with the

standard seventy-eight-by-twenty-seven-foot rectangle of pulverized chalk known as

whiting.The lines were laid down personally by groundsman Robert Twynam, who had grown

up within a mile of the All England Club and started out there in the early 1920s as a ball boy

for Tilden, Lenglen, and others. “It's not everyone can line a court out—get it really spot on,” he

would say. “If the lines are dead straight and the corners are true, it's a picture.” No power

machines were ever employed on Centre Court. Every day in the spring Twynam got between

the shafts, designed for a workhorse, of a twenty-hundredweight (2,240-pound) lawn roller.

Four other men then pushed as he pulled what they called the Old Horse Roller, and they

rolled the Centre Court. “What the roller does is put a polish on,” said Twynam. “The court is

firm enough as it is, but the roller makes a nice gloss on the top of the grass.” Also every day

they mowed the court with a manual lawn mower to exactly three-sixteenths of an inch. The

daily cuttings amounted to a couple of handfuls of botanical dust. They mowed lateral rows in

early spring and diagonals in May, and as the Championships approached in June they mowed

lengthwise, creating the familiar columns of dark and light green, parallel to the sidelines. The

same lawn that was laid down when the stadium was built in 1922 would grow there for more

than a half century to come.By 1937 the Wimbledon championship was “the greatest title in

modern sport,” and this lawn had become the altar, this building the holy temple, of tennis.

Every great champion—Tilden, Lenglen, Vines, Perry, and most recently Budge—had bowed

his head there.THIS IS THE PLACE WHERE LESSER PLAYERS FALTER, THEIR STROKES

stiffening autonomically from the awe of playing on Centre Court. There have been players who

might ride a streak of brilliant upsets into the Wimbledon final but come crashing back to earth

when facing a Tilden, a Perry, or a Budge on Centre Court. But Gottfried von Cramm, who

three years in a row has succumbed to a clearly greater force in the finals, looks as

comfortable as on his backyard court at Oelber. Even now, late in a tight first set in the biggest

match of his life, the Gentleman of Wimbledon strides the manicured lawn like a garden party

host: calm, respectful, proprietary. As they change sides, with Cramm leading six-five, Budge

sips some tea at the courtside table, wondering when Gottfried will give him an opening. In the

last game Cramm rushed the net with unflappable sangfroid to hold serve easily. Now he nods

at the young American, pops a sugar cube into his mouth, and saunters on to the other side of

the court.If Budge seemed sore-shouldered and lethargic early on, he has long since healed

and been Earl Grey–caffeinated. It's clear that a merely workmanlike effort won't suffice today.

Don Budge reached the heights of his greatness only this spring, and if the United States is

going to win back the Cup after eleven years and keep it out of Nazi hands, he is going to need

all of that greatness today. Serving at five-six, a juncture at which many players might spring a

leak, Budge is air tight. He fires two of his cannonball first serves for aces and ties the set at



six-all.But the German is relentless. Point after point, after his “loathsome” hopping serve

forces a weak return, he attacks the net with deep, penetrating approach shots. “Budge's

backhand pulled back balls that seemed already to have whizzed into the stands but von

Cramm was there, swift, accurate, and smooth as a whippet” to volley the ball back to Budge's

forehand corner for a winner. He holds serve for seven-six and calmly changes courts to face

the Budge cannonball yet again.And this time Budge does falter. He hits no aces, and in fact

misses a couple of first serves, allowing Cramm to hit deep returns and follow them to net for

winning volleys. And at thirty-all, a familiar demon comes back to haunt him. Most players are

weaker on the backhand side, but for Budge the backhand has always been the more natural

stroke—and the best backhand the world has ever seen. Up until 1936, though, his forehand

was a bit of a liability. Intense workouts that winter with his coach in Berkeley, Tom Stow, ironed

out the forehand, and although it would never equal his backhand, it was strong enough to

make him world champion. But now, at six-seven, thirty-all, Cramm attacks that forehand. And

as the U.S. captain Walter Pate, who had been sitting impassively in his seat in the shadow of

the umpire's chair, “begins to stroke his chin and cross and re-cross his legs,” Budge's

forehand misfires twice in a row.
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Three extraordinary virtues, A Terrible Splendor three players, a terrible splendor by marshall

jon fisher, A Terrible Splendor three cheers, A Terrible Splendor three rules, a terrible splendor

review, a terrible splendor, what is the synonym of splendor, old splendor vs new splendor, a

dreadful splendor

A Handful of Summers: A Memoir, Levels of the Game, Björn Borg and the Super-Swedes:

Stefan Edberg, Mats Wilander, and the Golden Era of Tennis, Strokes of Genius: Federer,

Nadal, and the Greatest Match Ever Played, The Divine Miss Marble: A Life of Tennis, Fame,

and Mystery, Winning Ugly: Mental Warfare in Tennis--Lessons from a Master, US Open: 50

Years of Championship Tennis, Late to the Ball: A Journey into Tennis and Aging, The Circuit:

A Tennis Odyssey, Days of Grace: A Memoir, A Sense of Where You Are: Bill Bradley at

Princeton, Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal: The Lives and Careers of Two Tennis Legends,

The Mindful Athlete: Secrets to Pure Performance, Big Bill Tilden: The Triumphs and the

Tragedy (Hall of Fame Edition Book 2)

Bryan Grant, “Wonderful snapshot into Geopolitical History and Tennis. Full Disclosure: My

grandfather, Bryan M. "Bitsy" Grant, Jr. is prominently feature in this book, so I will have a large

degree of supportive bias, or perhaps I would be even MORE critical of the work. You decide.I

ran across this recently, and even contacted the author, since he made several references to

my grandfather. One reference, in particular involved Frank Shields, actress Brooke Shields'

grandfather, holding my grandfather Bitsy out of the 3rd story window of their London hotel by

his ankle. I had heard this story directly from my grandpa late one night in 1986 when we

shared a room together while I was in high school and he was suffering from terminal cancer. I

thought it was a tall tale and that it happened either in Chicago or in Memphis at the Peabody

Hotel, where Bitsy would take my father as a child to see the Ducks march up and down the

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/RLoLB/A-Terrible-Splendor-Three-Extraordinary-Men-a-World-Poised-for-War-and-the-Greatest-Tennis-Match-Ever-Played


elevators in the lobby. The author confirmed he possessed several distinct sources for the story

and that it happened in London!The book deals with the Davis Cup, the sexual orientation of a

German national tennis legend, World War II, the Nazi's, the British, and all that surrounded

that era. Bitsy was on the Davis Cup team at the time, and faired rather well, surprising the

press in those days since they viewed his background as not up to par to compete, much less

win.It is a well-written story, and really does reflect a high level of scholarly research into all the

players and circumstances written about in the story. There are also some choice

photographs.As for my grandfather, several books have been written, but are mostly a sort of

"Atlanta History of Tennis" with a "player on each page" historical book. This is the only

properly written, professional quality story that prominently features Bitsy Grant.My hat is off to

Mr. Fisher!”

Grant Hildebrand, “A noble story, skilfully told. The author offers a detailed account of the

magnificent Davis Cup tennis match of July, 1937, between Baron Gottfried von Cramm of

Germany and Donald Budge of the United States, a match many believe was the greatest ever

played. But Fisher uses the match also as a focus for a chronicle of America and Europe, and

especially Germany, in the 1920s and '30s, and he completes this splendid book by tracing the

lives of Cramm, Budge, and Bill Tilden both before and after the match, and before and after

the war that is the ever-present undercurrent of the tale. Fisher's literary skills are of a quality to

do full justice to this remarkable story. He begins with von Cramm's toss of the ball for the first

service of the match, and ends with a re-telling of Budge's amazing match point forehand. The

most memorable phrases in the book, however -- it could not be otherwise -- are von Cramms,

his words to Budge, in perfect English, after the match. "Don," von Cramm said, "this was

absolutely the finest match I have ever played in my life. I'm very happy that I could have played

it against you, whom I like so much. Congratulations."An account of memorable events,

flawlessly presented.”

alldayReader, “Many Lives, One Match. A Terrible Splendor by Marshall Jon Fisher is one of

the best books I've read this year for [...]. The subtitle of the book is "Three Extraordinary Men,

A World Poised for War, and the Greatest Tennis Match Every Played" and it is all this, and so

much more. It is certainly the very best tennis book I've ever read but even for non-tennis

players, this book will hold you from first page until the last, providing suspense, thrills, and

very sobering, moving, and compelling history.In telling the lives of Baron Gottfried Von

Cramm, German tennis player, Don Budge, an American player from head to toe, and Bill

Tilden, one of the mightiest racquet-wielders ever, and building their stories around the 1937

Davis Cup match between Cramm and Budge, Fisher brings to vibrant life the years between

the two world wars, and the very different places that each of these players came from and

answered to. Fisher illustrates through strong and engaging writing the dramatic differences

that country, age, and sexual orientation played for these three men, and brings home the

magnitude of their achievements, on court but also in their lives.Cramm was an aristocratic

German with impeccable good looks, sportsmanship, and tennis playing. Opposed to the

policies and practices of the Nazis, and gay, Cramm was safe from Nazi persecution only so

long as he kept winning tennis matches for Germany. Budge was a middle-class American with

phenomenal tennis skills, a love for Jazz and good times with the Hollywood cronies who

befriended him, and solid support from the United States Tennis Association. Bill Tilden was

the most famous tennis player of his time and into our own, as heralded for his amazing and

enduring tennis-playing as for his off-court persona, infamous for his on-court antics, and



highly irritating to the USTA for his bullheadedness as well as his ill-closeted gayness. Fisher

gives us insight into all three, as well as solid introductions to many other figures of the times,

including American tennis player Gene Mako, Queen Mary of England, English playwright

Christopher Isherwood, German-Jewish tennis player Daniel Prenn, up and coming American

Bobby Riggs, Hollywood types like Jack Benny and Charlie Chaplin, heiress Barbara Hutton,

and Nazi terrors Goring, Himmler, and Hitler himself. That was the mix of the 1930s, a world

indeed "poised for war." For some, World War II would bring persecution, deprivations, and

personal tragedy, for others a new responsibility and realization of life's chaos, and for others,

death.The tennis match around which A Terrible Splendor is structured is told with perfect

timing, building momentum and suspense then taking a break (neither disruptive nor jarring) to

tell more of the background history, personal and political and social, and then taking us back

into the match. The book drove me through emotional ranges of tears, anger, and excitement,

and I could not put it down, as caught up as I was in the amazing lives of these three very

distinct individuals, the times they lived in, and the match itself. Indeed, I was on the edge of

my seat throughout this marvelous book and unsure until the end who won this incredible

battle that went five sets, who survived the spiraling years into World War II, and who met the

promise of a world beyond tennis and beyond war. I will never forget Cramm, Budge, or Tilden,

or this great book, A Terrible Splendor.”

cab1363, “Interesting tennis story amid a horrible time in history. I learned some interesting

facts about the time period in history in which this story takes place. I'm not a tennis fan, so

the details about the game didn't really interest me, however, when the author writes about

what was going on at the time, that alone makes the book worth reading.”

John Austin, “Good bookseller. arrived safely and in described condition at a very fair price.”

The Street Arab, “Five Stars. The best book on a tennis player yet!”

katherine clausell, “Libro imprescindible. Me ha encantado el libro. Es un ,libro (en inglés, es

una pena que no se haya traducido) que no sólo es de tenispero tambien de una época

interesantísima. Para los amantes del tenis es un libro que refleja unos tenistas de otraépoca,

con un talante fantástico. El único problema es que mi libro ha sido mal encuadernado. Lo he

tenido que leeral revés, que para el autro debe de ser muy frustrante...en fin un libro

maravilloso, interesante y muy ameno..”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Amazing purchase.”

Jennifer Colford, “A really good read. This was a very interesting book that beautifully

combined the story of the tennis match with the events of its time.”

The book by Marshall Jon Fisher has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 114 people have provided

feedback.
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